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Understanding Characters’ Perspectives 
 

Author:  Critical Thinking International (www.criticalthinkinginternational.org) 

Grade Level: Suitable for grade three (nine-year-olds) through adults, although the lesson will need  

  adjusting according to the maturity of the learners.  

Subject: Literature 

Strategies: Think/Pair/Share, Readers’ Theater, and Dramatic Roles 

Time needed: Two class periods as written, but may be lengthened or shortened 

 

 

This lesson is meant, first, to guide students to perceive the dramatic roles characters play in a typical 
folk story (Souriau, 1955); and second, to help learners understand that the perspective from which a 
story is narrated affects the listener’s response to it (National Governors Association, 2012).  
 
This lesson has importance beyond simply meeting an objective from literature study.  “History is 
written by the winners,” the saying goes. People use narrative structures to recount day-to-day 
experiences, and those structures tend to manipulate listeners’ emotional responses to sympathize with 
some actors over others. It is important for learners to understand that listeners may respond 
differently to the same events when they are recounted from different perspectives.  
 
The lesson uses a story that is familiar to the learners, in this case, the English tale, “Jack and the 
Beanstalk.”  It proceeds in three phases: an evocation phase, in which a question is raised to guide 
learners to think about what will turn out to be a theme of the story; a realization of meaning phase, in 
which learners gain a basic understanding of the content of the lesson; and a reflection phase, in which 
learners explore the meaning in new ways in order to reach new insights.  
 
 
Evocation: Think/Pair/Share.  
 
The teacher explains that today the class will consider a folk tale that is often used as an example of a 
hero story.  Before getting into the story, the teacher asks individuals to write down their own answer to 
this question: “What is a hero? Why do you think so?” 
 
After a minute, the students are asked to pair up and compare their answers with each other.  
 
The teacher then calls on three or four pairs to share the answers that emerged from their discussions.   
 
The teacher takes time to tease out different points that arise from the answers. Some students may 
stress that a hero does unusually bold acts, others that a hero has positive motives, and others that the 
hero serves as a role model for others.  The teacher invites students to agree or disagree with the 
different qualities that are offered, and to suggest other qualities.  
 
The teacher closes the first part of the lesson by asking the students to keep these features in mind as 
they consider the following story. 
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Realization of meaning: Readers’ Theater.  
 
In advance of the lesson the teacher has prepared a Readers’ Theater version of the story, “Jack and the 
Beanstalk”   (attached as an appendix to this lesson).  
 

The teacher explains that the students will perform the story by reading it aloud expressively.  They 
must strive to make their voices sound like the characters in the story, and they should convey all the 
drama that is there. They must also read the story fluently and flawlessly, so that the lines flow smoothly 
and coherently. In order to achieve the expressiveness and fluency that is sought, they will need to 
practice reading it several times. As they do so, they should think about the meaning of the whole story, 
the context in which it is told, and what each character is feeling.  
 
The teacher assigns roles to each of the students. (Note that the text may be divided so that every 
student has a role—or the story may be assigned to two or even three smaller groups of students, and 
they take turns performing it). 
 
As the students read through the story the first time, the teacher stops them at different points and 
asks, 

 “What is your character feeling right now? How do you sound when you feel that way? Should 
your voice be loud or soft? Fast or slow?” 

 “What might your character think about what the other character is saying? How will your 
character sound, then?”  

 “What is going on at this point in the story? How is your character reacting to it?” 

 “How is your character changing as the story unfolds?”  
 
After two or three rehearsals, the students perform the story through without stopping, finishing by 
taking bows. 
 

Reflection: Changing Dramatic Roles.  

 

The teacher now asks the students to consider what role each character is playing in the story.  The 
teacher explains that in most stories, there is a character whose desire and need drives the story 
forward—this is the character we usually care most about.  Who is this character in “Jack and the 
Beanstalk”?  
 
The students agree that this character is Jack. The teacher writes up the Zodiac symbol for Leo or “the 
Lion Force” on the chalkboard, and writes Jack’s name beside it.   
 

 Leo is the character whose desire and need drives the story forward. 

 

Now the teacher points out that in virtually all stories, the main character has certain desires or needs, 
and pursuing those needs is what the story will be about. What does Jack want or need? 
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In fact, Jack wants different things as this story unfolds—first to escape punishment, then adventure, 
then wealth, then security, etc.  As the students call these things out, the teacher writes them up next to 
the Zodiac symbol for Sun, or “the Object. “ 

 

☼  Sun the object, is the main character’s need or desire.  

 

Next the teacher explains that in order for a story to be interesting, there is usually a character or force 
that opposes the main character. Who is opposing Jack in this story? The students readily agree that 
Jack’s opponent, or rival, is the giant. The teacher writes “the giant” up next to the Zodiac symbol for 
Mars, or “the Rival.“ 
 
 

♂ Mars, the Rival, is the person who stands between the main character and her or his goal.  

 
Finally, the teacher says the main character often has a helper who helps him or her reach the goal. Who 
helps Jack in this story?  
 
While some suggest that the old man who gives him the beans is the helper, most agree that the giant’s 
wife gives him the most critical help. The teacher writes “the giant’s wife” up next to the Zodiac symbol 
for Moon, or “the Helper. “  
 

 Moon, the Helper, is a person or persons in a story who helps the main character achieve his or 
her goal1.  
 
 
Discussing which character plays each role is a lively enterprise, because not all role assignments are 
obvious. Is the helper in “Jack and the Beanstalk” the mysterious old man or the giant’s wife? If it is the 
giant’s wife (and the giant is the rival), why should she help the person who is striving against her 
husband? Is Jack’s goal to obey his mother, to get money, to satisfy his curiosity, or to prove himself? Or 
is it all of these things? Discussing these issues takes listeners deep into the story. 
 

                                                           
1 Note: These four roles suffice to capture what characters are doing in most folktales; but for the sake 
of full disclosure, Souriau included two more roles: 
 

  Earth, the receiver is the person, people, or other entity on whose behalf the good is sought. In most 
stories, this turns out to be the hero himself or herself.  
 

 Libra, the judge is the character who decides if the hero is going to receive her or his goal. Many 
stories lack this character, though.  

 

 

http://www.planetpals.com/peace/moon1_th.jpg
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In this lesson, though, the teacher wants to use dramatic roles as a way to have students take different 
perspectives on a story. The teacher says, “Suppose the giant’s wife were the main character of this 
story. That is, suppose we think about the story from her perspective. What is her goal?” 
 
The students variously answer that she wants a son of her own (she doesn’t seem to have one).  Or that 
she wants to protect the young person, Jack, from being killed and eaten by the giant.  
 
As the students call these things out, the teacher writes them up next to the Zodiac symbol for Sun, or 
“the Object. “ 
 
“Who is the giant’s wife’s rival in the story?,” the teacher now asks. The students agree that the rival is 
the giant. Again, the teacher writes “the giant” up next to the Zodiac symbol for Mars, or “the Rival.“ 
 
Then the teacher asks, “Who is the giant’s wife’s helper in this story?”  
 
At first, the students say Jack is, but then they conclude that he doesn’t offer her much help. She has no 
helper, they decide in the end. 
 
Now the teacher asks, “By the way, what happens to the giant’s wife?” In the ensuing discussion, the 
students concede that they don’t know.  And, when they were thinking about the original story, they 
didn’t care. Once Jack came down from the clouds, they never gave the giant’s wife another thought. 
 
At this point in the lesson, the teacher has a choice as to proceed. With younger students, the teacher 
may end the discussion by asking what was different about retelling the story from the point of view of 
the giant’s wife.  The students are likely to say that in the second version, they thought of the giant’s 
wife as a person with motives, which they had not done before.  
 
With older students, the teacher might additionally ask if they know of any stories, either in fiction or in 
real life, that are like the giant’s wife’s story.  More seasoned students may say that this is the story of 
many abused women, who try to protect their children against brutish mates—and whose striving and 
suffering is more often than not carried out in secret.  
 
The teacher may now lead the students to voice their insights about how the perspective from which a 
story is told affects the way we hear it, and they may relate that generalization to other stories they 
know in fiction, or events in real life.  
 
Finally, the teacher returns to the original question, “What is a hero?,” and asks the students to 
compare their original answers with their current thoughts.   
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“Jack and the Beanstalk” 

Roles: Neighbors 1 to 11, Jack, Jack’s Mama, the old man, the giant’s wife, the giant, the hen, 

and the harp. 

Setting: Country store. Late  afternoon. Folks are sitting in the shade of the broad porch on that 

store, watching the sun get lower across the mountain yonder. A stranger may have wandered up 

the road and stopped to ask the neighbors for directions to somewhere else. That “somewhere 

else” part might have rankled a little bit. So they may have decided to tell her a story, so she 

wouldn’t just wander through this place without realizing that something happened here. 

Something big. In fact, this place may be more important than that other place she thought she 

was going… 

Everyone:   “Jack and the Beanstalk.” 

Neighbor 4:   (aside) Retold by Bucksnort Trout. 

[A short pause, and then---] 

Neighbor 1:   If you had known Jack? You not would have expected him to get rich so  

   young--  

Neighbor 2:   Not with the knee of his left leg sticking out through that hole in his  

   trousers,  

Neighbor 3:   and the big toe of his right foot poking through the end of that raggedy  

   boot,  

Neighbor 4:   (How ‘bout that stick of rye straw he was always chewing?) 

Neighbor 1:   Nope, you wouldn’t have picked Jack for a winner. But here’s what  

   happened. 

Neighbor 2:   Jack was living alone with his Ma, poor as dust, the both of them. It had  

   come a drought, and scorched the corn. The chickens wandered off to find  

   more tasty pickings. Then the cow, Milky White? Went dry.  

Neighbor 3:   (Dry as your underarm). 

Neighbor 2:  (Hey!) 

Neighbor 4:    Jack and his Mama were up against it, that’s for sure. Jack’s Mama said-- 

Jack’s Mama:  Jack, take that cow Milky White to the market and see what you can get  

   for her. Go on, now, Jack. Bring us back some money. 

Jack:   Yes’m. Let’s go, Milky White. Come on, girl. 

Neighbor 2:   …and Jack and that old tired cow lumbered off down the road. 
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Neighbor 4:   (Let me tell it!) They hadn’t gone far ‘til they came to a funny looking old  

   man sitting on a stump. 

Neighbor 2:  Looked like he’d been there a hundred years. 

Old man:   Mornin’, Jack. 

Jack:   Do I know you? 

Old man:   You look like a bright young fellow. But I bet you don’t know what five  

   is. 

Jack:   Do, too. Two on the left, two on the right, and one in the middle.  

Old man:   Well, well. You are a clever one. Tell you what. I’ll trade you that cow of  

   yours for these wonderful beans.  

Neighbor 3:   …and he held out a handful of small, strange bean-looking things in  

   unearthly colors and unworldly shapes.  

Jack:    This whole cow, for just those? 

Old man:   I’m telling you, Jack. They’re magical. 

Jack    [rubbing his chin]: All right, then. 

Neighbor 5:   When his Mama saw Jack coming home without the cow, she hugged  

   herself with joy and shouted-- 

Jack’s Mama:  Back so soon, Jack? How much did you get for that cow? Not 10 pounds,  

   Jack! 20 pounds?  

   Oh, Jack. You don’t mean you got 30— 

Jack:   Look at these beans, Ma! 

Neighbor 6:   Well, his Mama yanked those beans out of Jack’s hand and flung them out 

   the window. Then she snatched up her old broom and swatted Jack about  

   the head and shoulders-- 

Everybody:   Blap, blap, blap, blap!  

Neighbor 7:   Jack had to jump under the bed for cover. In the morning, he looked out  

   the window and saw green where there should have been sunshine. Jack  

   rubbed his eyes and looked again.  

Neighbor 8:    Yep. A huge bean trunk was growing up and out of sight.  

Neighbor 9:   Jack got right on it and commenced to climb. He climbed and he climbed  

   and he climbed and he climbed and he climbed and he climbed and he  

   climbed until he got up to the sky. He stepped off the bean trunk onto a  

   cloud, and found it held his weight. 
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Neighbor 10:   Soon Jack was leaping from cloud to cloud across that sky.  

Neighbor 11:  Presently he came to a great big castle.  

Neighbor 1:   (Big as that mountain yonder). 

Neighbor 2:   (Naw. Bigger than that). 

Neighbor 3:   Jack pounded on the door. The door swung open, and there stood the  

   tallest, biggest woman anybody’s ever seen. 

Jack:   Morning, ma’am. What you cooking for breakfast?  

Neighbor 4:    Jack strolled right between that woman’s feet and into the kitchen. He  

   shinnied up a chair leg and onto the table, and there he helped himself to a  

   bowl of biscuits and gravy. 

Giant’s wife:   You better not let my husband the giant catch you stealing his breakfast.  

   He’ll soon eat you up. 

Jack:    Slurp. Slurp. 

Neighbor 5:   --said Jack. (That boy was hungry).  

Neighbor 6:    And just then they heard the great front door slam shut. 

Giant:   Fee, fie, foe, fum! 

   My skillful nose? It smells someone! 

   Be he big or be he small  

   He’ll be my breakfast, 

   Boots and all! 

Giant’s wife:  Go hide in that copper pot yonder. Quick now, Jack! 

Neighbor 7:  Jack climbed up into a big copper cooking pot, and pulled the lid down  

   over himself.  

Neighbor 8:   Now, that pot hung on a big iron arm. All anybody had to do was give it a  

   shove, and Jack would’ve swung over that cooking fire-- 

Neighbor 9:   --and been roasted for somebody’s dinner. 

Everyone:   (Oooooohh!!) [Shudders] 

Neighbor 10:  That giant sat down and ate what was left of the biscuits and gravy. Then  

   he called for his bag of gold coins. He started counting:  

Giant:   Three, eleven, nine, two, fourteen, eight…   

Neighbor 11:   Now giants never did too well in school. And soon that giant was nodding  

   off from the strain of all that arithmetic.  
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Neighbor 1:  Jack jumped quick out of the pot, snatched the bag of coins, 

   sprinted out of the door, bounced across the clouds, and scrambled down  

   the bean trunk.  

Neighbor 2:   When he got to the bottom, he and his Ma lived pretty good, what with  

   that money and all-- 

Neighbor 3:  --For a while. And then Jack got adventurous again.  

Neighbor 4:    So, he climbed and he climbed and he climbed and he climbed back up the 

   bean trunk,  

Neighbor 5,6:  bounced back across the clouds,  

Neighbor 6,7,8:  knocked on that big door,  

Neighbor 9, 10, 11:  and ate more biscuits and gravy.  

Neighbor 1:   and then, and then,  

Neighbor 2,3,4, 5,6:  That awful giant came in! 

Everybody:   Oooooooo!!! 

Giant:   Fee, fie, foe, fum! 

   My skillful nose? It smells someone! 

   Be he big or be he small  

   He’ll be my breakfast, 

   Boots and all! 

Neighbor 7:   Jack hid, the giant ate, and this time, the giant called out, 

Giant:   Wife, go on and bring me that yellow hen. You know which one.  

Neighbor 8:   The wife brought a sleek looking hen. The hen went— 

Yellow hen:   Squawk! 

Neighbor 9:   The egg fell out and hit the table— 

Everybody:   Thunk!  

Neighbor 10:   ‘Cause that egg was heavy as lead. 

Neighbor 11:   (Heavier. Get it? That egg was pure gold!!) 

Neighbor 1:   The hen kept right on laying-- 

Yellow hen:   Squawk! 

Everybody:   Thunk!  
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Yellow hen:   Squawk! 

Everybody:   Thunk!  

Yellow hen:   Squawk! 

Everybody:   Thunk!  

Neighbor 2:   ‘bout like that,  

Neighbor 3:   only louder, 

Neighbor 4:   ‘til golden eggs were rolling all over the kitchen table.  

Neighbor 5:  That giant made the same mistake, like before, of trying to count ‘em.  

Giant:   Four, eleven, seventeen, two, fourteen, nine, πr
2
…  

Neighbor 6:   and soon fell asleep with his face plopped down in his biscuits. 

Neighbor 7:   Jack jumped out of the copper pot,  

Neighbor 8:   snatched up the hen,  

Neighbor 3:   sprinted out the door,  

Neighbor 9:   bounced across the clouds,  

Neighbor 1:   and scrambled down the bean trunk a second time. When he got to the  

   bottom, he and his Ma lived even better-- 

Neighbor 10:  --For a while.  

Neighbor 11:  (All you heard was “squawk, thunk!,”  “squawk, thunk!,” day in, day out.  

I    tell you, I couldn’t sleep most nights…) 

Neighbor 1:   (Hush! There’s more to the story). 

Neighbor 2:   And then Jack got adventurous again. So, he climbed, bounced, knocked,  

   ate, and— 

Giant:   “Fee, fie, foe, fum!” 

Everybody:  (Oh no!!!) 

Neighbor 3:   He almost didn’t escape from the giant this time.  

Neighbor 4:   (Let me tell it! Here’s what happened): Just before the giant came into the  

   kitchen, Jack hid in the pot, just like those two other times. The giant  

   called for his harp that played music all by itself, but the harp hardly got  

   through a few bars before the giant was snoring bubbles in his gravy.  

Neighbor 5:   So Jack jumped quick out of the pot and snatched the harp. But the harp  

   commenced to shriek,  
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Harp:    Master, Master! Wake up! This cheeky runt is stealing your harp!  

Neighbor 6:   (Who knew such a pretty thing could have such a trashy mouth?)  

Neighbor 7:    (Well, who could blame it? Suppose it was you? I know how mad you’d  

   be, getting snatched away in the middle of a song). 

 

Neighbor 6:   (Hush, y’all. This is the best part!) 

Neighbor 7:   The giant woke right up and gave chase. Jack, for all his bouncing and  

   prancing, barely reached the bean trunk ahead of the giant. 

Neighbor 8:  Jack jumped on and climbed and he climbed and he climbed…  

Everybody:   down and down and down the bean trunk!  

Neighbor 9:   But the giant dropped from limb to limb, and in no time he was almost on  

   top of Jack! 

Neighbor 10:   Jack shouted down to his Mama-- 

Jack:   [Cupping his hands and shouting down] Whoo-wee! Mama!  

   Your only boy’s almost done for!  Fetch the axe! Fetch the axe!”  

Neighbor 11:   Jack dropped to the ground, where his Ma, sure enough, had the axe  

   waiting— 

Neighbor 10:   (the kind that’s sharp front and back so it cuts coming and going). 

Everyone:   Whunk! Whunk! Whunk! Whunk! Whunk!!  

Neighbor 1:   …Jack cut through that bean trunk. 

Giant:   “Ayeeeeeeeeeeee!!!”  

Neighbor 2:   Down came the trunk.  

Neighbor 3, 4, 5:  And the giant.  

Neighbor 6:   Made a big crater.  

Neighbor 7:   In a year or two it filled up and made a pond, back behind Jack and his  

   Ma’s new house.  

Neighbor 8:   (That one with the big garden on the side and the big stump in the yard?) 

Neighbor 9:   (That’s the one.)  

Neighbor 10:   (I hear they’re doing pretty good now).  

Neighbor 11:  (That’s what folks say).  

Neighbor 1:   (Well, if you go by their place, tell ‘em I said “Hi.”)  
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Everyone:   (Wait a minute. What’s the moral of this story?) 

Neighbor 2:   (Don’t need no moral. Some stuff just happens). 

Neighbor 3:   [Mumbling]. (What a thought! A moral! ) 

Neighbor 4:   [Mumbling]. (S’always somebody thinks a story needs a moral!) 

Neighbor 5:   [Mumbling]. (They probably been in school too long…) 

Neighbor 6:  [Mumbling]. (Y’all going to the barn dance after this?) 

Neighbor 7:   [Mumbling]. (Not me. Got water to fetch and cows to milk).   

Neighbor 6:   [Mumbling]. (Me, neither. Husband’s feeling poorly). 

Neighbor 7:   [Mumbling]. (Can’t dance anyway, all this rheumatism...) 
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